DevTeam: LiveRepair.com Expands into
Outsourced Software Development
Having gained more than 6 years of in-house software development experience,
LiveRepair.com now offers outsourced software development and Web design
services commercially
THORNWOOD, NY (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — LiveRepair.com (www.liverepair.com), a
leading provider of remote support solutions, officially announced a new
direction in the company’s growth. LiveRepair.com’s software development
department that was previously more focused on creating software and Web
solutions for internal use and integration/customization projects now forms a
new company division named DevTeam (devteam.liverepair.com). It will focus on
supplying outsourced software development, as well as Web site design and Web
development services for companies worldwide.
“We have always employed the best professionals in software and Web
development,” says Larry Sheremetyev, Director of Business Development,
Marketing and Sales at LiveRepair.com. “They have developed our TekOffice
helpdesk management solution and many outstanding projects for our affiliate
and reseller partners. We decided that it’s time to let other businesses
benefit from their competence and experience.”
DevTeam combines advanced software engineering skills with superior project
management to provide high-quality development services for projects of any
level of complexity. DevTeam can contribute on any stage of the process: help
a company re-engineer existing systems or migrate to latest platforms, create
a new component for a working system, or develop corporate IT infrastructure
from point zero. Whether a company needs a simple Web site or an extensive
Web portal, a comprehensive database with advanced search capabilities or an
entire CRM system, DevTeam will help it analyze the requirements, compare
alternatives solutions, and build the optimal, most efficient and costeffective system using the latest technologies available to date. Advanced
technologies, such as multi-tier applications, object-oriented programming
(OOP), XML, .NET and .NET 2 have been used extensively in recent projects.
The DevTeam staff has extensive experience in the development of Internet
applications, Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and Customer Relations
Management (CRM) solutions, AI (Artificial Intelligence) expert systems, and
Decision Support Systems (DSS). All DevTeam employees have advanced degrees
in Computer Science and related areas of knowledge. All of them earned
industry-recognizable certification levels, such as Microsoft Certified
Professional (MCP), Microsoft Certified Application Developer (MCAD),
Microsoft Certified Solution Developer (MCSD) for Microsoft .NET, as well as
possess numerous Brainbench certifications.
“We may charge slightly more than some companies located in low cost
locations,” adds Larry Sheremetyev. “You will agree that qualities such as
performance, quality, security, timely delivery, and being within the budget

are worth a premium. However, we guarantee that the total cost of the project
is lower than with any other software development company.”
Deep understanding of business practices and solid experience in systems
development help DevTeam build comprehensive solutions quickly and
efficiently, because every development project is based on its core
competencies. The best industry practices in project management and quality
assurance allow DevTeam to complete every project on the schedule and within
the budget specified in the initial contract. DevTeam is proud of every line
of code, as solutions delivered to customers provide them with top-notch
performance, reliability, and security.
About LiveRepair.com (www.liverepair.com)
LiveRepair.com, founded in 1999, provides cost-effective 24×7 PC technical
support and maintenance services online for individual users and enterprises,
licenses its remote support software on a leased basis to IT companies and
departments, as well as offers outsourced software development and Web design
services to businesses worldwide. Combining proprietary automated remote PC
diagnostic software with high-quality technical support from experienced
support experts, LiveRepair.com offers round-the-clock service at affordable
prices. LiveRepair.com pays special attention to the needs of small
office/home office users (SOHO), small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).
The outsourced support service, TekSource, is available on a private-label
basis to companies that have IT support needs. The TekOffice remote support
suite is available for use on ASP basis as well.
LiveRepair, LiveRepair.com, DevTeam, and TekOffice are trademarks of
LiveRepair.com, Inc. All other trademarks are property of their respective
owners.
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